A SMART NETWORK
FOR YOUR SMART BUSINESS
Whether you are looking to reach new markets, increase efficiency or leverage your
technology investments, GBM can provide the solution you're looking for with
Cisco Meraki Consulting Services.
Using Cisco Meraki's product line, organizations of all sizes can benefit from these
services across all parts of their IT infrastructure at a competitive price.
GBM professional services and support team aims to support you to communicate,
collaborate more and protect your data and resources, with the backing of GBM
helpdesk.
100% cloud managed, Cisco Meraki boasts a comprehensive family of solutions covering
all your network infrastructure and security needs to digitally transform your business.
The cloud-based networking solution provides the power of enterprise networking to the
ever-changing needs of businesses.
Managed through the intuitive web-based Meraki dashboard, the access points, security
gateway and switches can be installed in minutes with minimal time, resources,
and expertise.
It’s easy to create a complete network that’s enjoyable to use, shows what’s happening on
the network, and places control back into businesses’ hands.

WHY CHOOSE MERAKI?

SIMPLICITY

SECURITY

INTELLIGENCE

Plug & play | Ready to go in minutes

Keep users safe and secure,
wherever they are

Intuitive AI Driven dashboard

AI Driven Insights

High capacity WiFi

THE HEART OF
YOUR DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION

Powerful switches for
intent based networking

Central provisioning
& security

Intelligent Cameras
enabling smart spaces

SD WAN & Threat
Intelligence

DASHBOARD
IN YOUR
POCKET
• New Mobile App redesigned from the ground up
• Fast, Fluid, Modern
• Intelligent Alerts through push

Potential Savings
CAPEX: UP TO 20%
CapEx savings are largely dependent on pricing variations
between enterprise hardware and licensing vendors

OPEX: UP TO 90% WITH MERAKI
Gartner estimates that 80% of total IT costs. occur
after the initial purchase meaning the greatest
potential to reduce TCO lies within OPEX.
Meraki has carried out studies with customers to
reveal OPEX savings in the region of 90% when
compared to more traditional technologies

*Based on research on the price difference between the highest performing wireless access points amongst enterprise networking vendors.

Scalability from SMB to large enterprises

GOVERNMENT
Simplified & Smart
IT infrastructure

RETAIL

Modern retail experience
in-store & online

EDUCATION
Connected
classroom &
remote learning

SMB

Fast-paced
innovation & agility

Scalability

FINANCIAL
SERVICES

HEALTHCARE

Optimal patient care
& reliable business
connectivity

Agility, scale &
simplification

HOSPITALITY

5-Star guest
services & insights

GBM Meraki Services: The Best of Both Worlds
At GBM we have an innovative and rich services portfolio to help you in your digital transformation journey by delivering new technologies and integrating them into your existing
infrastructure, and overcoming challenges related to adoption, operations and maintenance.
At the core of our GBM Services Strategy is the Customer Success. Everything we do is to
help you achieve their business objectives.

Tomorrow’s networks will do a lot more than just connect people and systems. They will be
platforms on which to build the smarter office — a workplace filled with systems, capabilities, and concepts that keep people safe and productive in entirely new ways.
With GBM & Cisco Meraki providing an adaptable IT platform, the possibilities for creating
the smarter office are exciting and — most importantly — with reduced cost.
Explore the possibilities and request a demo today.

Reach out to us at
ask@gbmme.com
Follow us on social media

